Thank you for attending this Open House Public Meeting for the proposed Acadian Road Roundabout LA 20 (Canal Blvd) and local Routes in Thibodaux, Louisiana. In this handout you will find information about the proposed project, including a preliminary project description, a location map, aerial exhibits, and typical sections. Also included is a comment form.

Project team members are stationed throughout the room to discuss the project and answer your questions. These individuals are easily identified by their name tags. Please take this opportunity to discuss the project with team members. There will be no formal presentation.

As you enter the room, you will see four stations:

**Station 1: Sign-in Table**
At this station, there are sign-in sheets for General Public, Elected and Other Officials, Agency Personnel, and News Media. Please sign in on the appropriate sheet.

**Station 2: Exhibits**
This station consists of a series of maps that illustrate the potential limits of construction super-imposed over aerial photographs.

**Station 3: Continuous PowerPoint Presentation**
This short presentation provides an overview of the proposed Acadian Road Roundabout Project. The presentation will re-start automatically after a one-minute intermission. The continuous PowerPoint presentation and the exhibits shown tonight are available on the DOTD website at:
Station 4: Real Estate
At this station, you will find information about the Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development (LDOTD) Acquisition of Right-of-Way and Relocation Assistance Program, which is administered under Louisiana law in compliance with the federal laws outlined in the “Uniform Relocation Assistance Act” as amended. If you do not have the brochure explaining the Acquisition of Right-of-Way and Relocation Assistance Program, it is available at this station or you can obtain one from the District 02 Real Estate Office, 3108 Williams Blvd., Kenner, LA 70065, Phone Number: (504) 465-3468.

Station 5: Comment Table
At this station, comments can be made verbally or in writing. A tape recorder is available at this table for verbal comments. The last page of this handout is a comment form that you may use. Comments can be turned in during this meeting or mailed to the address on the back of the form. Additional comment forms are also available to be taken with you. Please note that comments mailed after this meeting must be postmarked no later than May 7, 2018 to be included as part of the meeting transcript.

We hope you will take advantage of this opportunity to provide input on Acadian Road Roundabout project. Thank you for attending this meeting and for providing input.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development (DOTD) proposes to construct a two-lane roundabout at the intersections of LA 20 (Canal Boulevard) with Thompson Place, Jackson Street, and Gerald T. Peltier Dr. located in Thibodaux, Louisiana in Lafourche Parish. The proposed project includes: earthwork, grading, Class II base course application, installation of asphalt pavement, concrete curb and island installation, installation of subsurface drainage and striping of the roadway. The roundabout will be located at Latitude 29.7876, Longitude -90.8229. The project is approximately 0.100 mile in length.

During the construction there will be temporary road closures expected. Access to adjacent properties will be maintained during construction. The total proposed project is approximately 6.3 acres.

PURPOSE AND NEED

The purpose and need of the project is to improve traffic flow of LA 20 and Local Routes in Thibodaux, Louisiana.
**Sequence of Construction Summary of Traffic Flow**

- **Phase I – Stage 1**
  - Road Closures This Phase: Thompson Place, Gerald T. Peltier
  - Detours This Phase: Southbound Canal Blvd., Southbound Jackson St., Thompson Place

  Existing Southbound (SB) Canal Blvd. closed through the intersection. South Bound (SB) Canal Traffic will transition from 2 lanes to 1 lane prior to intersection and detour to existing North Bound (NB) Canal Blvd. SB Jackson St. detours to existing NB Canal Blvd. Thompson Place closed to traffic.

- **Phase I – Stage 2**
  - Road Closures This Phase: Thompson Place, Gerald T. Peltier
  - Detours This Phase: SB Canal Blvd., Thompson Place, Gerald T. Peltier

  NB & SB Canal Blvd. will maintain existing traffic patterns as Stage I. SB Jackson St. will reroute onto partially constructed Roundabout.

- **Phase II – Stage 1**
  - Road Closures This Phase: Thompson Place and Gerald T. Peltier
  - Detours This Phase: Thompson Place and Gerald T. Peltier

  NB Canal Blvd. reduced to one lane through intersection. NB Canal Traffic headed to Jackson Street will detour onto newly constructed SB Roundabout. SB Jackson St. will maintain traffic flow per Phase I – Stage 2.

- **Phase II – Stage 1**
  Traffic patterns similar to Phase II – Stage 1.

- **Phase III – Stage 1**
  - Road Closures This Phase: Thompson Place
  - Detours This Phase: Thompson Place

  Full Roundabout use with the exception of Eastbound maneuver and Thompson Place.
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Please provide your comments below regarding the project, the alternative being considered, and the issues that the Project Team should evaluate for this study. When complete, please return this form to Station 5 – Comment Table. To mail, fold the form in half with the address showing on the outside and seal. Comments received tonight or post marked by May 7th, 2018 will become part of the transcript of this meeting.
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